References

Citations are given for the standards and dictionaries that were used as resources for *The Unicode Standard*, primarily for Version 1.0. A revised or reaffirmed version, with a different date, may have been published subsequently. Where a Draft International Standard is known to have progressed to International Standard status, the entry for the DIS has been revised.

In *Selected Resources*, the latest known edition is cited.

In general, American library practice has been followed for the romanization of titles and names written in non-Roman script. Exceptions are the use of *Pinyin* for Chinese, and when the rendering supplied by an author had to be used because the name or title in the original script was unavailable.

Due to the pending publication of many ISO standards, references to these standards as "ISO" or "ISO/IEC" standards is in flux. Citations below and in the rest of this standard represent the best information readily available at the time of publication.

---

**R.1 Source Standards**


Alternative romanization of title: *Chung wen tsu hsün chiao huan ma*.

**CNS 11643:** Tongyong hanzi biaozhun jiachuanna (Han Character Standard Interchange Code for General Use). Taipei, Xingzhengyuan (Executive Yuan), 1986.

The Unicode Standard 2.0

R-1
ECMA Registry: (See ISO Register.)


R.2 Source Dictionaries for Han Unification


Available by anonymous ftp from: ftp://ds.internic.net/rfc/rfc1642.txt


---

R.2 Source Dictionaries for Han Unification


*Dai Kan-Wa jiten / Morohashi Tetsuji cho*. Shu teiban. Tokyo, Taishukan Shoten, Showa 59-61 [1984-86].


---

R.3 Selected Resources


Bergsträsser, Gotthelf. *Introduction to the Semitic Languages: Text Specimens and Grammatical Sketches*. Translated ... with an appendix on the scripts by Peter T. Daniels. Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, 1983. ISBN 093146417X; 0931464102 (pbk.).

*Translation of Einführung in die semitischen Sprachen*, 1928.


First ed. by Eric M. North, 1928.


Also published: New York, Praeger.


Translation of *Histoire universelle des chiffres*.
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Revised translation of *Sekai no monji*.

Nida, Eugene A. *The Book of a Thousand Tongues*. (See *The Book of a Thousand Tongues*.)


Also published: London, Hutchinson. ISBN 009156980X.


